
 
Introductory Patrol Dog Stake 
 
Required qualification: At least one qualification in UDex or WD open 
Not open to dogs that have qualified PDex 
 
Control prior to the patrol stake: 
Immediately before the dog participates in the patrol stake, it will be 
required to carry out a basic control round, this will consist of: 
1, Heel free at all paces. 5 points 
2. Speak on command; dog to be sitting next to handler during test. The 
judge to instruct the handler to cause the dog to bark a specified number 
of times [no more than 10]. The handler will then be instructed by the 
judge to cause the dog to cease barking. 5 points 
3. Sendaway, to be at least 50 yards and no more than 100 yards. 10 
points 
4. Retrieve a dumbell. 5 points 
Group total_________________________________________25 points 
  
At the judges’ discretion, if the dog does not show the required level of 
control, it will not be allowed to participate in the patrol section. 
 
Required manwork exercises 
Protected Stewards to wear a sleeve on the right arm, with a clearly 
visible defined area to be bitten. 
 
Pursuit and detention of a running man    30pts 
Recall from a running man       30pts 
Search and escort of an acting protected steward with a defence of 
handler at judge’s discretion 25pts 
Quartering the Ground.  45pts 
Test of courage 20pts 
Group total                                                               150 pts 
  
Description of exercises 
Pursuit and detention of a running man  [hereafter known as Chase]. 

Acting protected steward to start a minimum of 30 paces and a 
maximum of 50 paces from the dog which may be on the lead or 
off lead but under control. The dog to be sent forward on command 
from judge, to detain the running man by biting him on the right 
arm  [protected consistent with safety];  letting go and re-biting to 
be considered a serious fault. 
 



  
Recall from a Running man [hereafter known as recall] 
Acting protected steward to start a minimum of 30 paces and a maximum 
of 50 paces from the dog which may be on the lead or off lead but under 
control. 
The dog to be sent forward on judges command the dog to be recalled on 
signal from the judge to the handler. 
   
Search and escort of an acting criminal with a defence of handler at 
judge’s discretion 25pts 
A detained Acting protected steward will be escorted with the dog at heel 
at the handler’s side while the handler commands the criminal to walk 
through a prescribed pattern. 
The attack on handler will come at a point decided by the judge and will 
be from the criminal being escorted. 
If at any point the dog becomes overawed in the judge’s opinion the 
protected steward may be required to help the dog succeed, but no points 
will be given for the defence of handler. 
  
Test of Courage 
The Dogs Courage to be tested with a single protected steward at Judge’s 
Discretion. Dog may be held by the collar before being sent, which will 
be on judges command. 
If the Dog in the judge’s opinion is overawed or confused, the judge will  
signal to the protected steward to help the dog to bite. If this occurs no 
points will be given. 
  
Quartering the ground 
The Dog to search/quarter an area designated by the judge, the hidden 
person, suitably protected, will be accessible to the dog on investigation. 
On finding the hidden person, the dog will give voice to indicate to the 
handler it has found the hidden person. If the dog does not give voice 
after 30 seconds the hidden person will help the dog to bark by 
commanding or hissing but not by moving. 
A dog which has received help or has bitten the hidden person shall not 
receive any marks for the indication. 


